Meet Emmy, a Modern reporter who’s always eager to share new technology. And Jake, a Proven pro who tells it like it is. Together, they deliver fast-breaking developments from the Dell portfolio of data protection solutions. This hard-hitting pair comes to you from wherever next-generation solutions meet customer needs. You won’t want to miss a single eye-opening episode.
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SToppable SHOP
Meet Emmy, a Modern reporter who’s always eager to share new technology. And Jake, a Proven pro who tells it like it is. Together, they deliver fast-breaking developments from the Dell portfolio of data protection solutions. This hard-hitting pair comes to you from wherever next-generation solutions meet customer needs. You won’t want to miss a single eye-opening episode.
One-Stop Shop

Your data protection requirements grow with each passing day. But does that mean you need solutions from multiple vendors to protect yourself across edge, core, and cloud? Jake and Emmy uncover the truth in this insightful report.
Cyber Recovery

In this important episode, Jake and Emmy share sobering truths about the threat of cyber attacks, including ransomware. How can you ensure your resiliency? With Dell PowerProtect Cyber Recovery. A must-watch.

EMMY
Modern Correspondent
Reducing costs is always going to be a primary concern when it comes to IT spending. But as Jake and Emmy share, reducing those costs while improving performance is why so many turn to Dell Technologies.

01:31

WATCH VIDEO
Dell Technologies’ Global Data Protection Index is full of valuable insights from IT decision-makers around the world. In this hard-hitting episode, you’ll learn what your peers think about ransomware, cloud, cloud-native applications and more.
Transparent Snapshots

From the newsroom, Jake and Emmy announce a new feature available in Dell PowerProtect Data Manager that delivers unique VMware protection. Now there’s a better way to avoid the business disruption of legacy backup processes.
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WATCH VIDEO
The Cloud Journey

Cloud-first is top priority for many organizations, but multi-cloud presents new challenges when it comes to data protection. Fortunately, Jake and Emmy know how you can extend your data protection to the cloud for long-term retention, cloud DR, and more.
Protecting VMware

As Jake and Emmy know, protecting VMware environments is one of Dell’s specialties. In this episode, they break the story on the newest way to do that — a solution that combines VMware Cloud Foundation on Dell EMC VxRail and data protection. Don’t miss this insightful report.
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